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Enjoy your digital access to the variety of topics of the KURIER and have fast and flexible access to Austria's quality newspaper worldwide!

+++++++++++

In addition to competent reporting on current events, the KURIER also provides you with varied entertainment and a comprehensive service. Reader-friendly and clearly structured, Austria's quality newspaper offers daily reliable information, analyzes and comments on politics, economy, lifestyle, people, culture and sport. The KURIER ePaper is the electronic version of the KURIER. The app combines the usual newspaper design with the advantages of the digital world.

Features of the KURIER ePaper app at a glance:

- Read the KURIER â€œof tomorrowâ€� every day from 7 p.m
- Access to all editions and supplements - i.e. all regional editions, offprints, the leisure, various special supplements, specials and much more. â€“ the last 18 months
- Practical reading view with current video contributions and additional information.
- Zoom in and out of font sizes and views with one touch.
- Convenient navigation between the individual subject areas, including direct selection of departments
- Cross-device watch lists
- Convenient reading function and keyword search
- Interactive dashboard with weather report and the latest news of the day
- Multimedia news, picture galleries and videos supplement the print articles
- News updates on the start screen
- File articles as you wish, read them later and easily share them using the sharing function
- Feedback option to the reader service directly via the app
- KURIER magazines: direct download via the app


+++++++++++

Imprint: http://kurier.at/impressum
General terms and conditions: kurierabo.at/agb
Data protection: kurierabo.at/datenschutz

+++++++++++

Thank you for your interest in the KURIER ePaper app!
We look forward to your feedback at kundenservice@kurier.at
Updated on
Mar 26, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesApp activity, App info and performance, and Device or other IDs
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February 28, 2024
Die neue App ist eine einzige Katastrophe. Man kann die auferzwungenen DSGVO Bedingungen nicht bestÃ¤tigen. Das Popup Fenster bleibt trotzdem dauerhaft offen. Links funktionieren nicht und updaten lÃ¤sst sich die App auch nicht. Einfach wieder deinstallieren und derStandard.at lesen. Was solls....
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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November 17, 2019
Gute Umsetzung, besonders die Mobilansicht der einzelnen Artikel. Top!
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Mediaprint Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenverlag
February 24, 2020

Lieber Herr Spatschil, vielen Dank fÃ¼r positives Feedback! :) Liebe GrÃ¼ÃŸe, Ihr KURIER-Team
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April 3, 2017
Beim Versuch sich mit dem Kurier.at account anzumelden, crasht die App. Werde meine Rezension bei Behebung aktualisieren.
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Mediaprint Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenverlag
April 5, 2017

Bitte um Kontaktaufnahme mit unserem Abo-Service unter kundenservice@kurier.at - wir kÃ¶nnen gerne das Passwort manuell resetten und prÃ¼fen, was in diesem Fall nicht geklappt hat.
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emailSupport email
kundenservice@kurier.at




placeAddress
Muthgasse 2
1191 Wien
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